under my armpits nothing i did ever seemed to work: powerful antiperspirants, tissues pinned under my
clothes,
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the drug ad item format includes a rich stimulus presented in a manner commonly encountered by a physician,
eg, as a printed advertisement in a medical journal
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it’s also an opportunity to stop competing with all of the other products in cluttered and disorganized
sample closets
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cependant, l'expérience clinique étant limitée chez les patients présentant une
 cardiopathie aiguë, la prudence est recommandée.
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(and yes, a gingersnap will also often do the trick.)
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tunisian telecom equipment maker, distributor and service provider cellcom will open a sales office for its
evertek products in côte d'ivoire, ceo mohamed ben rhouma told news site ilboursa
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this is because they want to check the effects of the medicine carefully
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